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Unprecedented natural disasters, political uprisings, and economic uncertainty: The Bible predicted

it all. Now you can understand itÃ¢â‚¬â€•and know what's coming next. As we watch world events

unfold, biblical prophecy becomes a subject of intense interest. Every Prophecy of the Bible brings

clear answers to more than 1,000 key prophecies, backed with solid Scriptural evidence. Noted

biblical scholar Dr. John F. Walvoord covers each prophecy from Genesis to Revelation, giving

detailed insight into the many prophecies that have been fulfilled, as well as those that are still to

come. By placing each event into historical context, the author gives insight into how the past,

present, and future fit together to form an amazing, divine design. An excellent reference guide for

those seeking answers, this comprehensive book reassures readers that God's master plan is to be

trusted and that the Bible is an accurate source of hope for all Christians.
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Quote: "Though it is impossible in one volume to deal at length with each interpretation, the goal of



this volume is to provide an explanatory exposition of each significant prophecy of Scripture with

some mention of alternative views. The reader will in this way be provided with a workable and

intelligent interpretation of prophecy that fits into the larger scheme of prophecy as fulfilled or to be

fulfilled, and will be given an introductory understanding of the prophecy as a basis for further

study." John F. WalvoordAnd that's exactly what I'm finding as I study this book with the Bible at

hand. What, where, when, how and why are the questions I try to keep in mind when studying the

Scriptures; no less so with prophecy. Since the author begins at Genesis and finishes at Revelation,

those questions are answered much sooner than they might have been had this systematic

approach not been taken. For the Bible student seeking to learn Bible prophecy, and who believes

the Scripture should be interpreted in its natural, literal sense, and that "in the interpretation of

prophecy, every prophecy is related to other prophecies like a piece of a tapestry to the whole", you

will find this book a grand blessing. No Christian should be in the dark about past, present and

future events in the world. God is in control, always! Praise God for Brother Walvoord.

I'm just a lay person with a serious interest in deepening my understanding of the Bible, its historical

context, and its portents of the future. This book does a great job of building factual, well-reasoned

arguments; addressing alternative interpretations; and showing connections between OT and NT

prophecies. The best part is that the book's writing is clear, the scholarship is solid, and it is taking

me on a guided tour -- leading me into sections of the Bible I previously overlooked. My advice --

don't try to read it like a novel. Read it like a guidebook you would use in preparation for the most

interesting travel adventure of your life. It's very well organized, but you can hop around in

whichever order your interests take you.

John Walvoord was one of the foremost Bible teachers of our time. He was especially revered as an

expositor of prophecy. He interprets prophecy in the natural or literal sense in which it is written

whenever that is appropriate. He shows that the pre-millennial return of Christ for the Church is

found in the scriptures and concludes that the Church is taken out (raptured) before the wrath of

God (tribulation) takes place as revealed in scripture. He does address alternative views of

interpretation. The book is over 600 pages long and includes notes and definitions. His style of

writing is quite conversational, so it makes for interesting reading. The commentary covers all the

prophecies in the Bible, so by the time you finish, you really have a good understanding of a lot of

Bible passages (over 1000 it says in the introduction!) The kindle version is a good buy regardless

of the current price! I was fortunate to hear Dr. Walvoord in person several times and I miss his



presence now. The book does a good job in reminding me of the things he said until I get to meet

him in Heaven someday!

This wonderful tome is going to take some time to traverse. I am enjoying the excellent scripture

references and commentary. The only thing I have to do differently than the author is to use the

NKJV. Too many editorial changes have been made to the NIV for me to trust it's words. When it

doubt, Geneva 1599 is where I go.Mr. Walvoord, thank you for this magnificent tour through God's

inspired word.

One of the best compilations of all the prophecies in the Bible I have ever read. John Walvoord is

one of my favorites.

I am involved in a study of Revelation, and this book has been very helpful in my study. I highly

recommend it.

This is a thorough book...so thorough that it becomes tedious at times. Two or three paragraphs are

spent dealing with a prophesy that is fulfilled a couple verses later in the Bible.I would have

preferred a more on-topic treatment...such as every Old Testament prophesy concerning Jesus and

how He fulfilled it or something like that.

I am still reading and st.udying but it is as I expected by a very excellent author dr. Walvoord. I

received it promptly on my Kindle
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